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ABS TRACT

The use of lunar photogra~ *y to obtain geodetic connec tions on

the earth’ a surface has gr at advantages over the occultation and solar

eclipse methods. The success of this method depends upon the accuracy

with which a point on the moon’ a surface can be measured relative to

the background of stars. The observational problem is a difficult ooe,

but experiments now beir~ carried out at the U. S. Naval ~~servatory

should indicate whether the method of lunar photograp)~’ is feasible for

geodetic purposes.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

This report has been reviewed and is approved.
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THE P~63Th1L ITT ~~ OB?AINIti.) GEODETIC COmCTI(1IS Bwrum ¶10 bm?AaT

P011175 ~~ T1~ EAkTH’ S SUBFLCZ B! WIAI Pk~)?OuRAPIa

I. Introd~mtion

The astronomical m.thods of aema a ing loc~ di. tene es on the earth’ S

surfac s are all based on th. fact that a near-by celestial ~~3ect viewed

from tso diff.rent points on th . earth’ a surface wili he,. a different

apparent position on th . celestial sphere as seen from t~~~. two points,

and that the change in its apparent position is related to the distaz~ .

between the points. Tb. c.l.atia]. object used in thee. methods is the

moo; since this is the only body close eno~~h to the earth to yield

accurate geodetic results.

Of the astronomical methods, those of moat recent interest employ

solar eclipses end occultations of stars by the moon. 
~J ll re , the light

of the sun or star falling on the moon causes the latter to cast a shedow

on the earth. This shadow will sweep across the earth in an easterly

direction with a known ve1ocit~-; the accurate timing of the passage of

the shadow between two stations Will then yield the distance between the

stations. Although not as direct a method as simply measuring the angular

displacement of the moon as seen from two different stations, the ob-

s.rvationa]L requirements of solar eclipses and occultations are less

stringent: the time of the sun—moon or star-moon contact can be ver~
accmst&y obtained by the use of cinematograp)~y or ~ iotoelectric equip-

ment . On the other hand, the usefulness of the method is impaired by

th. limited frequency of the phenomena. Since the lunar shadow must

~J For a review and bibliograpby on the subject, see Eclipses and
Occultations for Geodetic Purposes, Technical Paper No. 108, Mapping end
Charting Research Laboratory, Th~à Ohio State University Reøearch Foimdation ,
19~O.
YADC TR 52—93 1
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sweep over area s which are judged to be of geodetic importanc e, it is

necessary to select particular eclipa~s and occultations which will be

suitable. This requirem ent is particularly severe for solar eclipses,

the use of which may entail waiting a number of years between suitable

eclipses . We fare considerab ly better with occul tations , since the

moon occults mw’zy stars every night . Res tricting ourselves to bright

sta rs and discard ing all occultations near gra z ing incidenc e, however,

the number of occultations observable fro’A tw~ oelected areas on the

earth’ a surface is reduced to the order of a dozen per year .

It would, therefore , be of the greatest importance if the apparent

shift of the lunar disk with respect to the background of star s could be

direct~~ measured at two station s with an accuracy which *,uld permit

the geodetic connection of these stations . The observations could be

made at ~~~ points on the earth’s surfac e from which the moon is

simultaneously visible . This would increase the probabUity of success

by making ava ilable many more observing nights than could be obtained

by solar eclipses and occultations . Coupled with this is the added

advantage that the observa tions could be made at existing observa tories,

thu s eliminating the need for por table instruments and expeditions.

The method of obtaining position on the earth’ s surface by

simultaneous measurements of the moon’s position with respect to the

background of stare fro. two stations is not a new idea . In its oldest

form it was known as the ~~thod of lunar distances 
~/ and was useful as

a means of deter mining longitude at sea . Here, one of the stations was

~/ For a complete discription of the method of lunar distances, see
William Cb.uven~t, A 1in~~]. ~~ 3nherical and Pra~ t{eal Aatr~ iomy~(Philadelphia, 1863), I, pp. 393—1~2O.

~ IDC~~~~52..93 2
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the ship and the othe r the center of the earth. ephemerides were

available, giving the angular distance, as seen from the center of the

earth , from the center of the moon to the sun, to the brightest planets,

and to nine bright fixed stare. The observer measured the app arent

angular distance from the moon’s center to one of the aforementioned

ob3ects with a sextant. The two values differed in consequence of the

lunar parallax (and the refraction, which was tak en into account) . By

reducing the observati ons to the center of the earth and compar ing them

with the ephemeris , the observer determined the Greenwich mean time.

Knowing the local mean time, be deri ved his longitude. Longitudes

obta ined in this way were uncertain by five or ten minutes of arc.

Ilelmert 
~/ cons idered the deter mination of the geocentric coordi-

nat es of a point on the surfac e of the earth by means of observations

of the lunar parallax. The method consists of measuring the azimuth

and zenit h dis tanc e of the moon and comparing it with the azimuth and

zenith distanc e as seen by an observer at the center of the earth . The

latter is obtai ned from the luna r tabl es. Helmert came to the conclusion

that this method w,uld not be accurate enough for geodetic purposes

because of uncerta inties in the lunar tablea .

~erro th ~/ recently suggested a return to ilelmert’ a method, in

view of astronomical progress in the last few years. In par t icular , he

points out tha t the absolute corrections to the moon’ a motion for one

~7 F. L He]mert, Die ~ath,~&tischen und Pbyaikaliachen Thsorieen der
llbh.r.n cliodiaie ( laipslg, 1881j) II, pp. L~S1—1i6O.

~/ 
A. Berroth, ‘Vber die Fixierung von Europa und Amerika in ihrer

Absolutep m i d  relativen Lage auf dam Globue, Geofi~~ Pura jppl.,
l91~9, IV, pp. 20—26.

~WADCTh 52- .93 3



night do not enter into the ctetexmination. Only the r elative corrections

for the evening of observation will be important, and these can be

evalua ted by means of a numerical jr ocedurs by Sundmann.~/ To carry

this one 8tep An ther, it might be pointed out that if the observations

from the various stations could be carried out simu].taneone ]y, or

nsarly simultaneously, no correc tiois for the lunar mo tion would be

necessary at all.. This would not be difficult, since the time could be

accurately determined with the aid of the signals from liv.

II. Theory of the Method

The following derivation is due to Chauvenet. 
~~

Let a point on the moon (hereafter simply referred to as the

moon) be referred by rectangular coordinates to three orthogonal plane.

passing through the center of the earth: th. first , the plane of the

equator; the second, the plane containing the equinoc tial points; the
— third, the plane containing the sola ti t ial points . Let the axis of x

be the straight line drawn through the equinoctial points , positive

towards the vernal equinox ; the axis of y, the inters ection of the plane

conta ining the soletitia l points with the plane of the equator , positiv e

towards that point of the equator whoèe right ascension is 90 ; the axis

of z, the axis of the heavens, positive towards the north.

~/ K. F. Sundmann, “The Motions of the Sun and Moon at the Solar Eclipse
of l9tiS, J uly 9,” L’activit’~ de la Commission G4’odeaique Baltiq u.
Pendant lee Ann4ea 19144—1&7, Helsinki, l9l~8, pp. 63—914.

~~ william Chauvenet, A Manual. of Spherical and Practical Aetrono~-(Philadelphia, 1663) L, pp. 119—214.

WA~CTh52-93 14
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Let

a - the moon’s geocentric right ascension,

8 • the moon’ s geocentric declination,

£ • the moon’s geocentric distance.

The rectangular coordinates of the moon ere  then

x — & cos 8 cci a,

y — ~ cos $ sin a,

5 — A s i n S .

Now let the moon be referred to another systen of planes parallel

to the first, the origin being the observer. ?b. vanishing circlei of

these p~an.s in the celeatial sphere ar e still the equator, the c irc le

containing the equinoctial points, and the circle oonta.iz~4ng the solatiti aL

points.

Let

a’ • the moon’ s observed right ascension,

8’ - the moon’ a observed declinat ion,

• the moon’s distance from the observer ,

where by observed right ascension and declination we now mean the valu.s

which differ from the geocentric values by the parallax, depending on

the position of the observer on the surface of the earth. The rectangular

coordinates of the moon in thi s sys tam will be

x’ — 6 ’  coeS ’  coe a’

y’ —~~~‘ cos8 ’  sin a’,

a ’ • 6’ sin S ’ .

~A DCTh 52— 93  5
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Now, if

o • the sidereal time - the right ascension of the observer ’s
meridian at the instant of observation ,

— the geocent ric latitude of the place of observation,

p - distance from the center of the earth to the observer,

then e, •‘, and p are the polar coordinates of the observer , entirely

anal.agous to a, $ , and A of the moon, so that the rec tangular coordinates

of the observer, taken in the firs t system, are

a - p cos •~ cos 0,

b — p cos 4’ sin 0,

c — p s i n 4’. .

To transform from one system to the other we have

• x—a ,

• y-b,

a , — s—c.

Thus, we Obta in

A, coe$ ’  cos~~’ • A c o a t coe a—p co s *5 coa O,

6’ cc. $~ sin o~ • £ cc. 6 sin a-p co •~ sin 0,
A’ sin S ’ • 6  Bin S —p 5ll% •~~.

By! suitable transformation of the latter equations, it can be

shown that
psin ir cos •~ sin t’sin ( a.r41’)  — coo’

sin (i v)  — 
p sin ,r sin 4’ sin (

~r—s ’1
sin y

where

~~~~~ • t.n 4’ cos ]J2 (a-)~~
COB (t ’—l/ 2 (u~~i’) 3  ‘

- 0-& - apparent os obeerved hour angle ,

sin ~~ - • sine of the lunar horisontal parallax.

IADC TR 52—93 6
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The observing procedure mo uld now be as follows . ~o first &SS’~~e

that the lunar parallax is known with high accur acy, and tha t the values

of p for the various stat Ions are also known. J At all statio ns, there-

fore , p and sin ~r ar e known. Let us cor~sider station A as the bas e

stationi Its position (4~~, X ,) is assumed known, and the position s of

all other stati3ns will be referred to it. At station A the moon is

photograp hed agains t the background of stars and the observ ed coordinates

of a point on the moon (4, 6 are measured on the plate. By means of

the abov e equa tions, the geocentric coordinates of the observed point

on the moon (a , 6 )  are computed . Now at any other station B of unknown

coordinates (4~ , A~) the moon is simultaneously photographed against

the background of stare • The observed coord inates of the sam e lunar

point whic h was measur ed at station A are measured on the plate as

seen f rom station B ; these are (
~4 , S~~), and they differ from (4, s

in virt ue of the lunar parallax. Now Ps and sin qr are known , and

(a, 6 )  have been ~ietermined from the obser vations at station A , the

observations being simultaneous; it ii then possible to solve the above

equations for (4~,, t ’), or equivalently (4~ , As), the position of

sta tion B with respect to the position assumed for station A .

I

1/ The quantity p at each station is the algebraic sum of three quantities :
the geocent ric radius of the adopted geodetic ellipsoid for the latit ude
of the station, the geoidal height at the s tation with respect to the
ellipsoid, and the elevation of the sta tion with respect to the geoid
as determined by spirit leveling. For details concerning the determina-
tion of these quantities see ~~. Heiskanen, The Ueodstic Si&nificance of
1orld-~ide Gravi~~ Studies. Tectmical Pape r No. 1214, Mapping and Charting
Research Laboratory, The Ohio State Univer sity Researc h Foundation , 1950.

It

IADC~~~~52—93 7
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III. Accur acy of the Method

Let us assume that the precision required in our determination

of position on the earth’ a surface i* ± 200 feet. This requires that

the mean parallax of the moon be known with an accuracy of ± 0.314

second of arc .~/ jt also requires that the observed position of a

point on the moon with respect to the background of stare be measurable

on the photographic plate with an accuracy of ~ 0.O~j second of arc .

The observational problem is that of obtaining images of comparable

density on the photographic plat. of celestia l objects which differ by

a fac tor of 1000 or more in br ighthesa. Clearly, the light of the moon

must be cu t down in some fashion. This can be done by placing an

optical filter or a rotating sector in the optical system anch that

the lunar intensity is cut down by the necessary amoun t. If the telescope

is following the stars, a blurr ed lunar imag e will result because the

moon moves eastward with respect to the stars at the rapid rate of one

second of arc every two -seconds of time. There would be no hope of

mt~aauring lunar features with an accuracy of ± 0.014 second of arc on a

blurred lunar ieage. Guiding on the moon aid letting the stars trail

might be another alternative. Again, it seea~ doubtful to the writer

that measur ements of the star trails could yield the aforementioned

accuracy, but experimental work would be desirable . Diaphra~~ing the

moon out for most of the exposure, while the telescope follows and records

the stellar images, is another means of obtaining equivalent images of

moon and stare. At some accurate:ly determined time during the exposure ,

~~ For a discussion of the observatioi~~1 accuracy of the lunar parallax,
see Eclipses and Occultations for Gepdet ic Purposes, reference 1,

WADC Th 52—93



the diaphragm is removed for the brie ! interval of time In ~~tch a

correctly expoe ed lunar i g a  can be given. With a telescop. of even

moderate cii. this t im. intetva1 can be made sufficiently short to ~.top’

the moon’s motion witI~ rsepsct to th . star, and give a sharp lunar image.

This method of determining the moon’s position photngrs~~ical]Jr is due

to H. N. &us sell and his coUsbwstors.f/ An occulting disk was placed

at some distance in front of the teleecop. to cut off the light of the

moon before it reached the telescope objective ; thus the moonlight

diffusely reflec ted from the glass could nct reach the photographic

plate. Rua sell used a telescope of 16-inch aperture diaphragm.d to

3.5 inches. The focal length was 87 inches, giving a scale on the

photograph of 93 seconds of arc per .111imstar. £ pole lFOj SCtiflg

108 inches in front of the objecti ve carried an occulting disk 5 inches

in diameter. Under these conditions, the average exposure on the stars

was 10 minutes, while the lunar exposures varied from 0.2 to 0.14 seconds.

An electric contact was connected with the occulting disk in circuit

with th. chronograph to determine very accurately the exact time of the

exposure on the moon.

Russell measured the positions of a number of star s on the plate

and from 10 to 13 points on the illuminated semi—circumferenc e of the

lunar disc , all correc ted for differential refraction. A circle passing

as closely as possible to the latter was determined by the method of

least squares, and the center of this circ le was taken as that of the

moon. The probable error of the measur ed position of a star image was

found to be ± 0. 25 second of arc, a very high precision in view of the

21 “Position of the Moon Determined Photographically, ” Harvard Annals,
1913, LXXII, No. 1; 1916, LXXVI, No. 7; 1917, LXXX, No. 114 1923, LXXXI,
No. 5; 1930, LXXXV, No . 9.

WADC Th 52—93 9
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~1e eui~1oied. In •~ ier to improve apprec iably on this accuracy , a

teJ escope of much longer focal length and c onsequent greater scale would

be necessary . The average u s  tance of one of the measured points on the

lurar limb from the c ircle passed t:~roug h the points corresponded to a

proba b le error of ± 3.147 second of arc. This was nearly double the

error of measurement, sho..lng tha t the greater part of the discrepancies

were due to real irregularities of the lunar limb. Since these are not

of a random nature , ~ / they mus t be taken into account in order to

obtain the accuracy required for geodeti c purposes . The existing charts

of the lunar limb do not seem to oe accurate enough for these purposes,

but forthcoming charts by Mr. C. B. Wat ts of the U. ~~. Naval Observatory

will probably give the requisite accuracy. ~/ It should be pointed

out that since we are concerned with the simultaneous observa tion of

the moon from a number of stations, the lunar limb need not os measured

at all . The tips of the shadows of several mo~i~tain peaks might be

se1ec~.ed iind measured at all stations to give the desired geodeti c

connection. Once again, however, the scale of the telescope must be

of sufficient size to enable the measurement of the lunar feature to a

frac ti on of a second of arc . This would probably requ ire a telescope

with a focal length of 20 feet or more .

The possibility of larg e errors exists in this method if the

driving mechanism of the telescope is imperfect. Such errors will

See C. B. Natte, “Systematic Effects of Limb Irregularities in the
Results of Occultations , ” Astronomical Journai,, 19140, ILVI1I, p. 170.

~/ For a discussion of the accuracy of existing and forthcoming charts
of the lunar limb, see “Eclipses and Occultations for Geodetic Purposes ,”
re ferenc e 1.

UDC Th 52—93 10
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app~ar if the ~nsuu1ntm~ is Ll ot direc ted toward the same poin t in the

celestial sphere dur ing the short exposure on the noon. To detec t suc h

errors an~i determine their wagnitode, Russell took spec ial plates , us ing

bright star e in place of the moon.

Perhaps the most serious objection to the method ju st outlined

arises LL oni the difficulty in obtaining comparable images of the noon

and stars. The use of an occulting disk results in images which are

comparable in density on the photographic plate , but these are obtained

with very different exposure times • The stellar images result fr om

an exposure which is of the order of a minute or more; they represent,

therefore , the sum of the meanderings of the star due to fluctuations

in the earth’s atmosphere and will (if the telescope is optically

perfect) be circular in shap e and vary in sise by an amount depending

upon the state of the earth’s atmosphere . The lunar image results

from an exposure which is a fraction of a second in duration : it does

not represent the sum of the moon’ $ meandering, but instead an instan-

taneous snapshot of the moon as distorted by the earth’s atmosp here at

a particular moment . Unfortunately, the effec t of unequal exposure

times is not a small one, in term s of the accuracies which are required

for the geodetic application of this method : errors up to 0.5 second

of arc in the posit ion of a lunar point can occur. ~/ The refraction

anomalies in the earth ’ s atmosphere which cause these errors are fairly

localised, however; they do not result in a bodily displacement of the

lunar disk , but rather in a displacement of one portion of the disk

~f This information was contained in a private communication from
Dr. Ueorge Van Biesbroeck , lerkes Observatory, Williams Bay, 4isconsin.

WADC Th 52...93 11
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relative to another. Az~1yone who has observed the “shi ering” of the

limar disk thr ough a small telescope can verify th is. And sinc e the

displacements are prob ably random , the measurement of a large n~~~er

of points distributed acro ss the lunar disk will give more accwate

geodetic results • Lunar photogr aphy for geodetic pur poses should, of

course, be undertaken on2,,y when the earth’ a atmosphere is relatively

steady in order to ensure the most accurate results. Mr. 0. M. Clemeuc•,

of the U. S. Naval Observatory has suggested a method of obtaini ng

somewhat longer exposure times for the moon, thus reducing the above

effect. A plane-parallel glass filter placed in the optical system at

an angle to the photographic plate will cut down the light of the moon

and displace the image on the plate. Dy rotating the filter, the lunar

image could be made to follow the stars for a short period of time,

thus permitting a somewhat longer exposure time without blurring the

image.

The problem of obt&i.ning geodetic connections by means of

simultaneous lunar photography from a n~aber of stations is clearly a

very difficult one. ~Jhsther an accuracy of ± 200 feet on the earth’ a

surface is possible cannot be said at th is time . The observational

difficulties have been pointed out and shown to be formidable — only

experimentation can decide wh*thsr or not they are insurmountable. Such
experimentation is now being inaugurated at the U. S. Naval Observato ry

by Mr. 0. U. Cleinence and hi. co—workers. They are a~~~~ ttng to obtain

the precise position of the moon through lunar photography with the

object of using the moon as a fundamental timekeeper. The observational

~oiADC TR 5a...93 12
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proble m, however, is identical to that which confronts U~ geodesiat —

if the work done at the U. 5. Kaval Observa tory part ied. obtaining the

lunar position with the eccaracy required for geedetic coenictioca, the

• method of l~zsar photograpt~r should be vary seriously considered.

4

I am gratefu l to the following for valusbl. discussions of the

subject matter considered in this paper s Dr. Georg. Van Biesbroeck, j
Terkes Observatory; Dr. D. L. ~~rri s and Dr . J . J. lmssau, lam er and

Swasey Observatory; Mr. C. B, latta and Mr. 0. k. Cl~~~~~., U. S. Mavsl

Observatory ; and Fathe r Francis J . }~~ dsn, Georgetown Collage Observa tory.
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1 A.FOIN - ATISDIB Washington 25, D.C.

1 WCEFM 1 Director of Plans
Headquar t er s , USA?

1 WC~~ Wa shington 25, D.C.

1 WCB 1 Directo r of Operations
Headq uarters , USA?

2 WCS Washingt on 25, D.C .

1 WCBG 1 Commanding General
Air Training Command.

1 WCBRB Scott Air Force Base , Il l inois

1 MCLAEB 1 C ommand ing Gene ral
Ai r Defense Command

j WcE0T— 1 Ent Air Force Base
Colorado Springs, Colo rado

Dept. of Defense Agencies Other
Than Those at I-P AFB 2 Commanding Gene ral

Strategic A ir C ommand
1 Joint Intelligence Group Of fu tt Air Force Base , Nebraska

ATTN : Photo Survey Section
Pentago n Bldg. 1 Commanding Genera l
Washi ngton 25, D C . Tactica l Ai r Command

Langley Air Force Base , Virg ini a
1 Commandan t

Armed Forces Staff College 1 Commanding General
Norfolk 11, Virgin~.a Technical Traini ng Air Force

Gulfpor t • Mississippi
1 Research and Development Boa rd

ATTN : C ommittee on Geop nysics 1 C ommanding General
and Geography Air Force Miss ile Test Center

Pentagon Bldg. Patrick Air Force Base
Washi ngton 25, D.C. Cocoa , Flor ida

Air Force 1 Commanding General
Air Provi ng Gr ound C ommand

2 Directo r of Research and Development Nglin Air Force Base , Florida
Headquarters , USA? Attn : Clas s. Tech. Data Br , D/O I
Washi ngton 25, D.C .

Commanding General1 A ir Research and Dcv. Command
Washi ngton 25, D C . B~l;im e 1, Maryland

1 ATTN: RDR
1 Director of Requirements i ATTN • RDL

Headquarters , USA? i AT?N ~~~~~Washington 25, D.C. 1 ATTJ ; RDO
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~~~~ Ac t iv i t i e s  ~~ 
Activit ies

5 Comma nding General 1 C ommanding General
Second Air Force Air Force ~aabridge Bee , Cente r
Barksdale Air Force Base , La. 230 Alba ny Street

Cambrid ge 39 , Massachusetts
2 Commanding Office r

USA? Aeronautical Chart and 5 Command ing General
4 Information Service Plant Fifteenth Air Force

710 North 12th Street March Air Force Base
St . Louis 1, )4lssour i California

2 Commanding Officer 3 Commanding General
USA? Aeronautical Chart 5th Air Division

and Information Service APO 118, C/O Postmaster
514 11th St., N e W . New York , New York
Wa shing ton 25, D0C,
ATTN : Technical Library 3 Commanding General

7th Air Division
Commanding General APO 125 , C/O Postmaster
3415 Technical Tra ining Wing New York , New York
Lowry Air Force Base
Denver , Colorado

Director 1 Chief of Army Field Forces
Air University Libra ry Fort Monroe , Virginia
ATT N: Req , CR-3998
Maxwell Air Force Base 1 Alaba ma 1 Commandi ng Officer

Wh i te Sands Provi ng Ground
.5 Commanding General Oro Grande, New Mexico

Eighth Air Force
Cars well Air Force Base 1 C omm andan t
Fort Worth , Texa s Army War College

Fort Leavenworth , Kansas
Ai r Force Eng . Field Representative
Naval Air M issi le Test Center 1 Chief of Engineers
Point Mugu, Californ ia ATTN : Be e , and Dev. Division

Buildi ng T-7 , Gravelly Point
Comma nd ing Gene ral Washi ngton 25, D.C.
Special Weapons C ommand
Kirtland Air For ce Base , New Mexico 1 C ommand ing Officer

Engineer lies, and Dey. Labs.
Commanding Off icer The Engineer Center
Rolloman AP Base Fort Belvoir , Virginia
ATTN: 6.540th Missile Test Wi ng
New Mexico 1 Commanding Off icer

Army Map Service Library
Wa shing ton A? Eng. Field Offi ce Corps of Engineers
Room 4949, Main Navy Bldg. 6500 Brooks Lane
Dept. of the Navy Washington 16, D.C.
Washington 25, D.C.

1 Commandant
National Wa r College
Washington 25. D.C.
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~~~ A~ctivi tie e 21.! Activi t ies

Direct or 1 U .S. Geo log ical Survey
Special Devices Center 1033 Interior Bldg., N.
Office of Naval Research Washi ngton 25, D.C.
ATTN: Visual Design Branch 940
Sands Point Others
Port Washington , L,I,, N.Y.

10 Ohio State Unive rsity Research Found .
Hydrographer h apping and Charti ng Research Lab .
U.S. Navy Hydrog raph ic Office 2593 West Hardin Road
Department of the Navy Columbus 10, Ohio
Washington 25, D.C.

1 North American Aviation , Inc .
Officer in Charg e ATTN: Aerophysics Library
U. S . Naval Photographic 12214 Lakewood Blvd .

Interpretation Cente r Downey , California
Naval Receiv ing Stat ion
Washington 25, D C ~ 1 Nor throp Aircraft , m c ,

ATTN : Mr. John Northrop
Other U.S. Government Agencies Hawtho rne , Ca lifornia

Central Intelligence Agency 1 RA2~D Corporation
ATTN: Office of Collector of 1500 4th Street

Documentation , Control Santa M onica , Cal ifornia
No . CD—A—1883l

2430 E Street , N W .
Wa shington 25, D.C .

Director
U .S . Coast and. Geodetic Survey
Commerce Department
Washi ngton 25, D.C.
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